
A s part of the Palmilla Resort in Los 
Cabos, Mexico, Stromberg Architectural 

designed and manufactured wall panels, trim 
and columns for the Agua Restaurant, Bar and 
Lounge overlooking the Sea of Cortez. The 
stained glass wall panels were designed to be 
illuminated from within for muted lighting in 
fiery reds and yellows to contrast with the 
azure watery surrounding. Meanwhile, trim 
located throughout the resort maintains 
the roots of Old Mexico, like the original 
resort which was first erected in 1956. The 
corbels and trim were designed to match the 
preexisting molding, adding to the ambiance 
of the old-world hacienda. While dining in the 
Agua, casually noticed the amount of detail 
put into the mud and pebble wall which 
houses the fireplace, along with the trim and 
pilasters on the same wall - all installed by our 
highly trained and experienced install crew. 
As you enter Charlie Trotter’s “C” restaurant, 
notice the molding along the breezeway that 
was designed, manufactured and installed by 
Stromberg Architectural Products.

Stromberg Architectural utilized our extensive knowledge of domes to create the perfect kitchen canopy 
used as the vent hood for the Agua. By working with the specifications of the client, and combining our 
expert craftsmanship, Stromberg created a fully functional work of art with an exotic appeal. From the purely 
decorative molding to the 14” wide door surround at the entrance to the Conference Room, Stromberg 
Architectural provided the details that made the difference in the renovation and addition to the Palmilla 
Resort.

In order to give you the best service and quality, Stromberg strives to correct any current or potential 
problems, ensuring long lasting perfection for your structure. For example, the trim at Palmilla was originally 
designed in carved stone. When the local supplier was unable to meet the schedule and quality requirements, 
Stromberg was called in. Stromberg immediately launched an around the clock production cycle to ensure 
customer satisfaction. Stromberg immediately made the necessary adjustments to ensure project completion, 
while maintaining our stringent quality standards. 
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